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The long-running Greek public debt crisis has been accompanied by an information war
that has obscured many important aspects of what has occurred. The misconceptions,
self-deceptions, and myths associated with the crisis have been at least partly respon-
sible for the obviously inadequate response to the crisis that has not only damaged the
economy and society of Greece, but has also harmed the euro zone project. I argue
against seven such myths about the effects of default, the primary cause of the crisis,
the likely effects of an exit from the euro zone, the bargaining power of the Greek
government in its negotiations with the EU/ECB/IMF troika, and other related issues. I
also discuss the context of the wider retreat of democracy in the European Union and
its future prospects.
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La longue course de la crise de la dette publique Grecque a été accompagnée d’une
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en partie responsables de la réponse, de toute évidence insuffisante, à la crise, ce qui a
non seulement nuit à l’économie et à la société grecque mais également au projet de la
zone euro. Je m’oppose contre sept de ces mythes relatifs aux effets du défaut, à la
cause principale de la crise, aux effets probables de la sortie de la zone euro, au pouvoir
de négociation du gouvernement Grec dans ses négociations avec la troïka Union
Européenne – Commission Européenne – Fonds Monétaire International, et à d’autres
sujets connexes. Je discute également du contexte de l’important recul de la démocra-
tie dans l’Union Européenne et de ses perspectives d’avenir.
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1. Introduction

In May 2010 and early 2012 Greece went through two different “bailouts”
that were supposed to make its debt sustainable and, after a temporary dip,
bring its economy back to economic growth. Nevertheless, between 2008
and 2014 the Greek economy contracted by more than 25%. The unemploy-
ment rate has been higher than 25% since mid-2012. Despite a reduction in
wages approaching 30% – an “internal devaluation” policy decision explic-
itly undertaken in order to make the Greek economy more internationally
competitive – Greek exports at the end of 2014 were about 10% lower than
they were in 2008 (Maliaropulos [2015], p. 18). This is similar to the worst
economic performances during the Great Depression. No high-income coun-
try has had a comparable contraction in the post-war period.

While the debt-to-GDP ratio stood a bit over 120% at the end of 2009, it is
now close to 180%. Thus, on every count imaginable the “bailouts” have
been disastrous for Greece and a problem for the rest of the euro zone
countries.

A new “bailout” was rejected by more than 61% of Greek voters on July 5,
2015, even though banks were closed and capital controls were imposed
due to the European Central Bank’s refusal to extend Emergency Liquidity
Assistance (ELA). On July 13, in spite of the results of this referendum, the
Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras agreed to a third “bailout” whose terms
are worse than the proposal Greek voters resoundingly had rejected a week
earlier and which uses the same failed recipes of the past two previous
“bailouts”. A Depression within a Depression is the most likely outcome.
Almost nothing appears to have been learned from the experience of the
past five years.

This apparent absence of learning, I suggest, is a consequence of a sur-
prising number of widely-held misconceptions, self-deceptions, and myths
about the causes, consequences, and available policies to combat the crisis.
Some of the misconceptions are consciously propagated by governments
and mainstream media, while they know that they are untrue. Other miscon-
ceptions are apparently believed by government officials, those close to
them, and most of the press. Their persistence, however, despite the five
years of failure of the Greek program suggests that it serves the interests of
at least a few key constituencies.

Many Greeks and other European citizens who are not economists or
experts consciously or instinctively understand that there is a serious prob-
lem with the dominant narrative, but they do not have the knowledge to
argue in detail against the misconceptions. Moreover, many of those who
know better and could argue against the misconceptions either self-censor
or have difficulties in having their views heard through the mainstream
media. My sense is that, curiously, there exists less debate and fewer chal-
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lenges to the dominant narrative within euro zone countries than outside of
them. Perhaps this is because outside observers are less constrained in
expressing their independent assessment of the problems facing the euro
zone and Greece.

I argue against the following seven myths:
• Myth #1: Default or “bankruptcy” would have been (and still would be)

catastrophic for Greece.
• Myth #2: The troika’s objective has been to rescue Greece.
• Myth #3: The main cause of the crisis was (and still is) the corruption of

Greeks and the Greek State.
• Myth #4: If only the Greek governments were competent, the targets of

the Memoranda in the agreements would not have failed.
• Myth #5: Following the troika’s policies would have led Greece back to

prosperity.
• Myth #6: Exit from the euro zone would have been (and still is) the worst

possible outcome for Greece.
• Myth #7: In its negotiations with the troika, the Greek governments have

had very little bargaining power.

I consider each myth in turn and offer relevant facts and history as
needed. I then briefly offer some observations about why these myths have
persisted. Most of the myths have been forcefully propagated by a large
portion of Greek domestic elites and by European elites as well. I also briefly
explore some conjectures about why these myths might have been adopted.
I then discuss how the pattern of decision-making within the euro zone and
the European Union more generally pose a serious challenge to democracy
throughout Europe, and how wide swaths of European elites and European
intellectuals appear to ignore this fundamental problem. At the end I offer
some concluding remarks.

2. Seven myths about the Greek debt
crisis

2.1. Myth #1: Default or “bankruptcy” would
have been (and still would be) catastrophic
for Greece.

This was probably the myth most repeated within Greece at the beginning
of the crisis, from early 2010. The Prime Minister at the time, Mr. Papan-
dreou (serving from late 2009 to late 2011), as well as other government
officials were insistent on propagating the idea that default would have been
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catastrophic and they continued to do so unchallenged. Even after Greece
effectively defaulted in early 2012, under the so-called Private Sector Initia-
tive (PSI) restructuring of its public debt, default is still widely considered a
catastrophic alternative.

One source of the confusion could be the usage of the term “bankruptcy”
which has a bad connotation in Greek, especially in connection with per-
sonal bankruptcy. It brings to mind images of total destitution, perhaps even
indentured servitude. However, bankruptcy and debt default, along with lim-
ited liability, are key features of modern capitalism.1 With limited liability for
the borrower it is also the lender’s responsibility, not just the borrower’s,
that loans would be repaid. This, in principle, ensures that not too many bad
loans are made; the financial crisis that began in the US shows what occurs
when lenders become irresponsible in such a system. Thus, debt default and
bankruptcy for individuals and corporations are critical attributes in the func-
tioning of modern capitalism. If the lender has not been careful in choosing
his borrowers, then it is both economically efficient and fair that he loses.
From an economic viewpoint it is clear that the possibility of bankruptcy has
been a usual source of improvement, renewal, and vitality in the economies
that allow it.2 There are differences, however, between public debt default
and default of individuals and firms.

There are at least three differences between default and bankruptcy by
individuals or corporations and by sovereign states. First, states do not
literally go bankrupt, in the sense that there is no higher supranational
ultimate authority and courts that will decide and enforce how the country’s
assets will be allocated between the different creditors and what will remain
with the country’s state. Instead, bonds and loans are issued according to
the laws of specific jurisdictions, but the ultimate enforcement can be diffi-
cult since states are legally sovereign. As can be expected though when big
interests are involved, posturing, bargaining, and even gunboat diplomacy
(that obviously impinges on legal sovereignty) can play a role on what
occurs in the event of default. Legally, the vast majority of Greek debt issued
before 2010 was governed by Greek law. As part of the PSI restructuring of
2012, Greek debt came under English law so that defaulting on that debt
would be considerably more difficult than it would have been under Greek
law, although significant issues of enforceability would still be present in the
event of default.

The second important difference of sovereign debt from other debts is that
it is issued and controlled by government officials on behalf of the country
and its people. There can be a big difference, however, between the interests
of government officials and the interests of the country and its people. One
extreme case of such a difference in interests is that of former President
Mobutu of Zaire whose international loans were mostly diverted to foreign
private bank accounts with the country seeing no benefits and being stuck

1. If, as in the old days, the lender could go after all of a borrower’s assets and even enserf
him or her so as to ensure full repayment, then the lender would have no incentive to
provide loans that have a high chance of being repaid and would use lending primarily as a
form of acquiring the borrower’s assets, including possibly his labor.

2. For an illuminating long-run historical perspective on debt, debt jubilees, and ban-
kruptcy, see Graeber [2012].
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with paying back the loans. But even nominally elected government officials
can be parties to loans that are illegal or odious and, thus, there might be a
legal or moral basis for negating such debts. Given the numerous scandals
that have rocked the previous governing political parties, all previously
issued Greek debt needs to be scrutinized for possible illegality and odious-
ness. For example, the contracts with the investment banks that underwrote
bond issues and the records of their implementation need to be opened as
a matter of basic transparency and democratic accountability. This process
was actually started by a committee established by the Greek parliament
that emerged from the January 2015 elections, and the committee has
already issued a preliminary report (Hellenic Parliament [2015]). This report,
however, does not appear to have had any impact on the policies of the
government.

The third difference is that sovereign debt rarely, if ever, involves explicit
collateral. (One exception was Finland’s demand for, and receipt of, collat-
eral from Greece in order to participate in the EFSF mechanism in 2012.)
Despite this usual absence of collateral, however, it has historically been
difficult to completely dispose of foreign public debt. There is a curious
moral dimension to national debt: even though the vast majority of a coun-
try’s citizens do not have the choice of being citizens, they still suffer the
costs of default, as opposed to the shareholders of corporations who choose
to be shareholders yet have limited liability and no obligations to pay off
debts in the event of a default.

Given that default is routine even in cases of individual or corporate debt
and the fact that most of Greece’s debt was governed by Greek law up to
2012, on balance it appears that default would not have been difficult. Why,
then, wouldn’t the country have defaulted on its debts in 2010?

One reason might be because the country feared it would not have been
able to access international capital markets again. Greece, though, has not
had access to international markets since early 2010 and there was no clear
path going back to those markets. On the contrary, a generous write-down
would have made the remaining debt sustainable. In this case, foreign credi-
tors would have been more likely to lend to the Greece, just as they have
done for other countries that have defaulted like Russia and Iceland. How
fast Greece could have come back to international bond markets would have
depended on the size of the write-down (the higher percentage of the write-
down, the more sustainable debt becomes) but also on how fast the legal
tangles with creditors lasted, with longer outstanding legal issues making
return more difficult.

There are also ways to borrow internationally other than through the bond
markets, from other sovereign states or from individual financial institutions.
Moreover, before Greece entered the euro zone in 2002 it borrowed very
little from abroad even though its debt-to-GDP ratio was high. This ratio was
sustainable for Greece precisely because it was internally held and in its
own currency. Having public debt in its own (fiat) currency implies that a
country does not face an exchange rate risk in repaying its debt and, instead
of defaulting, can reduce the real value of its debt through inflation when
necessary.
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If Greece had defaulted in early 2010, Greek debt could have become
sustainable in the long run with a write-down of considerably below 50% of
total debt imposed on bondholders. The country would have had to borrow
internally, perhaps issue IOUs, and impose a few modest cuts. The effect of
such a policy would have been mildly recessionary.

What was done instead by the troika in 2010, was to provide Greece with
loans so as to cover its budget deficit without default in exchange for
increasingly draconian budget cuts, tax increases, and institutional changes
of dubious value. The effect of this policy was a fast downward spiral of the
economy. Since debt kept increasing and the country kept getting poorer
faster, debt was becoming ever less sustainable. Thus, the second bailout in
2012 restructured Greek debt, with the main losers being Greek pension
funds and Greek banks. The Greek state had to borrow 50 billion euros just
to recapitalize the banking system and continues to have to cover the losses
of the pension funds (in addition to cutting pensions, cutting health expen-
ditures, and increasing retirement ages). The continued contraction of the
economy, deflation, and a few additional loans from official sources have
brought the debt-to-GDP ratio close to 180%, the highest it has ever been.

Now, default would be considerably more difficult both because Greek
public debt is under English law and because 80 percent of it is owed to
official sources (the IMF, the ECB, and other euro zone member countries,
directly or indirectly through the European Financial Stability Facility). This
level of debt is unsustainable and there is virtually no chance it will be fully
paid back. Default is still a taboo but it is bound to occur in one way or
another, regardless of how it is named.

The decisions by the previous governments that were involved in the 2010
and 2012 agreements doomed the country to a depression and tied the
hands of the country’s future governments. The myth of “default equals
catastrophe” was a significant political contributor in not seeking a default in
2010 and having a default that has been obviously creditor-friendly in 2012.
A similar mentality has permeated the government that emerged out of the
January 2015 elections and has agreed to a third memorandum.

2.2. Myth #2: The troika’s objective was to
rescue Greece.

“[The May 2010 agreement] was about protecting German banks, but
especially the French banks, from debt write offs”.
Karl Otto Pöhl (former head of the German Central Bank) Spiegel, May
18, 2010

Any casual reader of the international, European, and Greek presses over
the past five years would consider it axiomatic and beyond doubt that the
main objective of troika policies has been the “rescue” and “saving” of
Greece. This comes along with the narrative that all Greeks have been prof-
ligate “sinners” and the troika has been a benevolent dictator who is not
only rescuing them materially but will also force them to transform their
institutions in ways that will bring them long-term prosperity.
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Let us first review who has gained and who has lost from the “rescue”
thus far. Here, at the beginning of 2010 the two immediate parties with large
stakes were on one side the vast majority of Greeks and on the other side
the country’s creditors. The 2010 agreement, as former Bundesbank Presi-
dent Karl Otto Pöhl has confessed, essentially bailed out the private credi-
tors (including Greek banks, not mentioned in the quote). That agreement
did not involve any debt write-downs and instead largely transferred the risk
to official creditors. The view was similar even within the IMF. A leaked IMF
report from the time mentions:

The exceptionally high risks of the program were recognized by staff
itself, in particular in its assessment of debt sustainability...
...
Several chairs (Argentina, Brazil, India, Russia, and Switzerland)
lamented that the program has a missing element: it should have
included debt restructuring and Private Sector Involvement (PSI), to
avoid, according to the Brazilian ED, “a bailout of Greece’s private sector
bondholders, mainly European financial institutions” (IMF [2010],
emphasis in the original).

Thus, even official documents of the IMF feature the bailout of private
creditors in the 2010 agreement. Moreover, the report highlights the prob-
lem of debt sustainability3, something that became increasingly evident dur-
ing 2011 and culminated in the agreement of 2012 that did involve PSI. (See
also the recounting of these events by Blustein [2015]).

However, by that time private bondholders were international financial
institutions that had obtained the bonds at a significant discount (in the
expectation of default), Greek pension funds that by law had to keep their
assets in Greek government bonds, or Greek banks that had limited choices.
Greek bonds held by the European Central Bank were exempted from the
PSI. Thus, most of the costs of the write-downs of the PSI were absorbed by
Greek entities and the Greek state had to borrow to recapitalize the banks
(still privately held) or to bear the cost of the pension fund’s losses. Further-
more, the remaining euro zone countries took on the risk of a debt burden
that is clearly unsustainable.

The two agreements necessitated increasingly brutal budget cuts whose
effects migrated fast from the public sector and the banks to the private real
economy where credit was choked off, especially given the idiosyncratic
financing through post-dated checks and other institutional adaptations of
the vital small business sector. As the predictable depression deepened, the
demands of ever greater budget cuts, unrealistic privatization plans, and
wholesale cookie-cutter institutional changes that show no concern for the
Greek Constitution or Greek laws and have no hope of working are still
peddled to this day as a “rescue” of Greece.

3. It should be mentioned that the issues raised in this confidential document raised both
legal and moral questions about both the 2010 and 2012 agreements. For example, they
could be used in support of declaring part of Greece’s public debt as “odious.”
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2.2.1. Alternatives to the troika’s “rescue”

Defenders of the agreements typically say that the alternative would have
been “bankruptcy” which, of course, according to myth #1 would have been
catastrophic. So let us consider the alternative to “bankruptcy” in early 2010.
The debt-to-GDP ratio was less than 120 percent at the time. A write-down of
about 30 percent would have likely made the debt sustainable in the long
run, and certainly that write-down level is below the level that would make
Greek debt sustainable now.

Defenders of the response to the Greek debt crisis could then retort that,
after a default in early 2010, Greece (i) would be shut out from the interna-
tional bond markets and (ii) because it did not have a primary budget sur-
plus (the government budget surplus excluding interest on debt), the gov-
ernment would have been unable to pay wages, pensions and its other bills.

While in the short run international bond markets might not have lent to
Greece immediately, the bigger the write-down the more easily and faster
Greece would have come back to these markets. But it would probably have
been unwise for Greece to have gone back to the international markets soon
after default. Even if foreign lending from sources other than bond markets
did not become available, ordinary Greeks would have gladly bought Greek
government bonds at 4.5% instead of the 2% or lower they had been getting
in their bank accounts.4

Furthermore, instead of cuts across the board, partial payment in the form
of IOUs or negotiable bills probably would have been more effective. These
IOUs and bills, which can be discounted, could have effectively played the
role of near-money. Such a move would have also enhanced liquidity in the
private sector and prevented the ongoing depression that the troika’s poli-
cies have induced. Again, a condition for all of these to have occurred is a
deep enough write-down, a dreaded “bankruptcy,” that would have reduced
public debt to sustainable levels in the eyes of everybody, including Greeks.

The welfare of ordinary Greeks – who the “rescue” would be expected to
take account of – does not appear to have figured into the calculations of the
troika at all. Not even through the negative feedback effects on the realiza-
tion of the troika’s assumed objectives and the threat a default of Greece
posed for the international financial system. The policies pursued were con-
sistent with the short-run interests of banks and perhaps with some other
private interests; they did not appear to take adequate account of the con-
tagion and other risks the policies posed to the euro zone and the rest of the
world, and certainly ordinary Greeks were not considered except possibly as
“sinners” who need to be punished.

4. Initially, this domestic purchase of bonds would have come from existing assets, pri-
marily bank deposits. To continue this practice for additional years a significant increase in
Greece’s savings rate would have to take place. The buying of government bonds would
have reduced deposits with Greek banks that would have, in turn, induced a combination of
deleveraging and financing from the ECB or through the Bank of Greece using the ELA
(Emergency Liquidity Assistance) mechanism. A large reduction of bank deposits has taken
place anyway without this early default scenario.
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The myth of the “rescue” of Greece, however, has persisted. Moreover, it
has had powerful and real negative effects on the politics and economics of
the crisis not just in Greece but throughout the euro zone.

First, the framing of a “rescue” has allowed the German and other Euro-
pean elites to divert attention away from the “bailout” of the banking sector
and bondholders.

Second, it has fuelled populist rage in Northern Europe against the “lazy”
common Greeks, precisely those who benefited the least from Greek public
debt and who have solely paid and are expected to continue to pay for the
costs of the crisis thus far. It has also diverted attention from the issue of
wage stagnation in Germany, which, by the way, is an important factor in
increasing Germany’s current account surpluses and contributes to the
imbalances within the euro zone.

Finally, by internalizing and propagating the myth of “rescue,” the Greek
governments themselves have helped prevent any genuine debate on alter-
natives within.

2.3. Myth #3: The main cause of the crisis is the
corruption of Greeks and the Greek State

“The painful adjustment policies now taking place in a number of euro-
zone countries are a direct result of their adoption of the euro”. (Feld-
stein [2011], p. 5)

It is one thing to argue that there is corruption in Greece and altogether a
different matter to blame it as the primary cause of the crisis.

2.3.1. The public sector and corruption

There have of course been many problems with the functioning of the
Greek state, the way the Greek clientelistic political system has been oper-
ating, and the role of oligarchs and their media influence.5 However, quali-
tatively similar problems with the state exist in Italy, Spain and elsewhere.
And one can have frustrating experiences with the “bureaucracy” in Ger-
many too – by its nature, a big part of the rule of law and democracy does
require extensive rules and bureaucratic organization that may seem less
efficient to market exchange, but which are necessary and productive over-
all. Nobody, of course, likes corruption, but there is very little known about
how to combat it, and it should not be confused with the size of the gov-
ernment sector, as the richer the country is the higher tends to be its gov-

5. Katsimi and Moutos [2010] provide an overview of Greece’s domestic political economy
before and after the adoption of the euro. One example of the connection between bank
interests and the press in Greece is the absence of any reporting in Greek mass media of
investigations for seriously improper dealings of Michael Sallas, the Chairman of the Bank of
Piraeus, by news organizations such as Reuters (Grey and Leontopoulos [2012]) and the New
York Times (Thomas [2013]).
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ernment sector as a percentage of its GDP.6 The question is whether the
level of corruption and the size of Greece’s public sector are uniquely high
so as to make them the primary cause of the crisis.

Figure 1 depicts the total number of public workers as a percent of the
labor force in OECD countries for 2000 and 2008. General government work-
ers are in blue whereas the purple bands include the employees of public
corporations (like the railroad and electricity companies). Greece has had
few general government workers – fewer than any European OECD country
in the sample – but more employees in public corporations than in general
government, as well as a higher percentage of public corporation employees
than any other country. Still the total percentage of public employees was
considerably lower than those of countries like Finland, Slovenia and Esto-
nia and comparable to those of Hungary, Slovakia and the Czech Republic.

Since in other countries many of the services performed by public corpo-
rations in Greece are privatized, it is not possible to conclude from this
information alone that public corporations in Greece employed too many
workers compared to other countries. However, other evidence suggests
that many public corporations had been repositories of clientelistic appoint-
ments and excessive salaries and pensions. That is, the “fat” and excess
might well have been present in public corporations. Therefore, a major
distinction is warranted between public corporations and the public sector
proper. Any anti-corruption measures as well as wage and pension cuts
should have been primarily targeted in the direction of the former. That is
actually what has occurred in practice, as the large pensions of some public
corporation retirees have been cut the most.

The Greek public sector proper might have serious problems of internal
organization and accountability to its citizens, but this is a typical complaint
in all high-income countries. The misinformation and generalized demoni-
zation of public employees is completely disproportionate and, in the end,
self-defeating. Judges, teachers, tax collectors, policemen, firefighters, and a
host of other professions are necessary and essential for the economy to
function. When a state reduces the pay of judges, policemen, and tax col-
lectors in a way that may be perceived as unfair or even illegitimate, it is
unlikely to improve their performance, and it is very likely to make the
problems of the private use of public office even more serious than they
were before the crisis began.

Between 2009 and the end of 2013 total employment in the public sector
decreased by more than 236 000 workers or over 26% of the original number
(EU Commission [2014], Table 7, p. 38). That has certainly made Greece’s
public sector employment closer to the leanest side of European countries
and in danger of a commensurate reduction in the quality and quantity of
the services provided.

6. See Besley and Persson ([2011], Ch. 1) for evidence on the relationship between the size
of the public sector and measures of economic performance. Besley and Person also show
different ways in which the state is economically productive and efficient, ways that might
not be recognizable to those used to Arrow-Debreu models of the world in which there are
no public goods, externalities, or problems of contract enforcement.
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2.3.2. Corruption, military expenditures and public
debt

One major source of corruption in many countries is military procurement
contracts, especially for major weapons purchases from abroad. For many
years there were allegations about such corruption cases in Greece. Finally,
in a landmark case, former Defense Minister Akis Tsochatzopoulos (1996-
2001) was convicted of fraud, partly in connection with the German subma-
rine manufacturer Ferrostaal AG.

Greece has considerably higher military expenditures as a share of GDP
than other euro zone countries on the order of about 2% a year. Given that
the country is both a member of the EU and NATO, it is surprising that
Greece has to spend such a higher proportion of its income on military
expenditures. What is the impact of these higher expenditures on the coun-
try’s public debt? Figure 2 shows the actual debt-to-GDP ratio along with a
counterfactual one in which Greek military expenditures are equal, as a
percent of GDP, to the euro zone country average. As can be seen, just
before the crisis in 2009 the counterfactual ratio was 87%, a ratio that would

Figure 1. Employment in general government and public

corporations as a percentage of the labour force (2000 and 2008).

Red bars represent employment in public corporations.
This is Figure 21.2 in OECD [2011].
Source: International Labour Organization (ILO), LABORSTA database. Data for Turkey
are from the Ministry of Finance and the Turkish Statistical Institute. Data for Japan for
employment are from the Establishment and Enterprise Census. Data for Korea were
provided by government officials.
Japan: Employment is not classified according to SNA definition and are substituted
by direct employment by central or sub-central governments.
Data for Iceland are missing.
Data for 2000 for Korea are missing and this country is not included in the average
(OECD32).
Data for Australia, Chile and United States refer to the public sector (general govern-
ment and public corporations)
Data for Austria, Czech Republic, Italy, Netherlands New Zealand and Poland are
expressed in full-time equivalents (FTEs). In New Zealand FTEs are included for edu-
cation, health and community services and personal and other services.
Finland, Israel, Mexico, Poland and Sweden: 2007 instead of 2008.
France, Japan, New Zealand and Portugal: 2006 instead of 2008.
Russian Federation; 2005 instead of 2008; Brazil and South Africa 2003 instead of 2008.
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most likely have been judged sustainable by the international bond markets
at the time and the crisis of the euro zone might have not started in Greece.7

Of course, if Greece had such lower military expenditures its governments
might have spent more money anyway or because military expenditures are
directly unproductive, especially because procurement of military imports
have a negative multiplier effect (due to potential tax revenues that are
instead collected abroad), Greece would have been even better off than the
figure indicates. The point is that a single change towards the euro zone
average in military spending could induce someone to argue that “excess
military expenditures explain the Greek debt crisis.” Although it is an impor-
tant factor and has exacerbated the Greek debt crisis I do not consider
excess military spending to be the primary cause of the crisis just as I don’t

7. For the methods and data sources used, please see the explanatory note below the
figure. I thank Paul Lowood for collecting the data and performing the calculations behind
Figure 2.

Figure 2. Debt-to-GDP ratios, with and without excess military

expenditures

Calculated from the following data sources: SIPRI Military Expenditures, IMF World
Economic Outlook, Bank of Greece for interest rates.
Calculation method: Excess military expenditures were calculated as the difference
between actual military expenditures and a hypothetical “typical” level of spending for
a euro zone country. This “typical” level was calculated by reducing actual Greek
spending in proportion to the difference between Greek spending as a share of GDP
and the euro zone average of expenditures from 1988 onward; for 1980-1987, average
euro zone military expenditures were approximated with the NATO European average.
For each year the accumulated excess military expenditures were calculated using
average bond and loan interest rates provided by the Bank of Greece and were sub-
tracted from actual debt to arrive at the adjusted counterfactual debt.
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think corruption is a primary cause. If anything, given that military spending
has been inducing more corruption, one could argue that excess military
spending has been more important than the corruption that is not associ-
ated with military spending. For the primary cause of the crisis we have to
look elsewhere.

2.3.3. Enter the euro

Would Greece have had the experience it has gone through over the past
five years without the euro? It would be very hard to argue that a country
with its own currency could have experienced a more than 25 percent reduc-
tion in its income and an unemployment rate of more than 25 percent for
more than three years. Certainly that has not occurred in any high-income
country since World War II.

Up to the advent of the crisis, the euro allowed cheaper financing than it
was previously possible by Greek governments and much of it was obtained
from abroad instead of, as before, almost exclusively from domestic
sources. This cheaper financing and the borrowing from abroad had the
subtle effect of making Greek governments less responsible than they were
before the introduction of the euro. Arguably, if we are to judge from the
effective dismantling of the elite tax investigation service (SDOE) and other
bolder measures in hiring in public corporations, corruption increased and
state capacity deteriorated since the introduction of the euro.

Of course, the intention of Mr. Simitis and the other architects of Greece’s
entry in the euro zone was the opposite. They were hoping that the Greek
state would become more responsible and constrained in its fiscal choices,
although their own act with the Goldman Sachs swap that helped reduce
earlier reported budget deficits gave the strong flavor of what was about to
follow.

The introduction of the euro was also hoped to stabilize inflation and
reduce the uncertainty associated with exchange rate fluctuations. Instead it
brought the disastrous results of the current crisis.

If Greece were the sole country to have run into trouble, one could argue
that it was solely Greece’s problem and not the euro’s.8 But one country
after another showed signs of trouble under the stress induced by the Great
Financial Crisis that had its origins in the US. There were problems lurking in
the background that surfaced with the recession that followed the financial
crisis. Greece’s problem was its fiscal policy and external public debt
coupled with diminishing international competitiveness. Ireland, judging
from its pre-crisis debt-to-GDP ratio, was the most fiscally responsible coun-
try of the euro zone. The culprits there turned out to be private over-
indebtedness and its property bubble that led to problems with its banks,
followed by the guarantees its government gave to the banks. Portugal had
moderate debt-to-GDP ratios but through contagion it was perceived by the

8. The next three paragraphs are partly based on Skaperdas [2011a].
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bond markets to be the weakest of the rest in terms of size, low growth, and
fiscal vulnerabilities. Spain was also nearly as fiscally responsible as Ireland
and it also suffered from a property bubble and high private debt. Italy has
suffered from high public debt and persistently low growth over the past
decade.

Greece was the biggest violator of the Stability and Growth Pact’s budget
deficit limits and had the highest public debt. The Irish and Spanish crises
can be considered largely an outcome of the unclear supervision of, and
gaps in responsibilities for, the banks. Portugal has been a victim of the
general economic malaise that it has experienced since adopting the euro
and the power of the bond “vigilantes,” perhaps more so than any of the
other countries since there was nothing specifically that was done wrong.
But all countries experiencing a crisis have had, since the introduction of the
euro, a large expansion of overall indebtedness, whether primarily public or
private, that was accompanied by an increase in their current account defi-
cits. Over the same time period, these deficits were matched by an increase
in Germany’s current account surplus.9

For the euro zone, the problem is not Greek government profligacy or Irish
carelessness. If Ireland or Greece were not part of the euro zone, another
peripheral country would get into trouble sooner rather than later. The prob-
lem is structural: the institutions are too weak for a monetary union that
consists of such diverse and heterogeneous countries that have no indepen-
dent economic tools other than wage and price adjustments that have been
historically known to be crude instruments.10 The creators of the euro saw it
as primarily a political project, as a back-door way of forcing political inte-
gration. Political integration, however, never took off the ground and now
we have the rather predictable results.

To recapitulate, without the euro it is difficult to imagine how a crisis of
such depth would have occurred. If Greece had retained its own currency,
with less borrowing from abroad, it would have likely grown less than it did
up to 2007 but it would have had the tools – such as a depreciating exchange
rate – to weather the recession much better than it did, without being on the
brink of default or surrendering all semblance of national sovereignty. With
borrowing more expensive and domestic in its vast majority, its govern-
ments would have had better incentives to be more fiscally responsible and
would have not eroded its tax and other state capacity as much as they did
since the introduction of the euro.

9. See Research on Money and Finance ([2010], Fig. 14, 27) and Lapavitsas [2012].
10. See Ahamed [2009] for a discussion of the UK’s painful and persistent attempt to

return to the Gold Standard at pre-World War I exchange rates. A former insider’s account
(Governor of the Central Bank of Cyprus) shows that, during the crisis, the countries of the
euro zone not only did not politically cooperate but grew further apart, playing an increasin-
gly non-cooperative game (Orphanides [2014]).
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2.4. Myth #4: If only the Greek governments
were competent, the targets of the
Memoranda in the agreements would not
have failed.

This is the only myth that the previous Greek governments did not propa-
gate themselves. It is instead what other domestic and foreign defenders of
the troika Memoranda policies have tried to propagate. The Memoranda
targets, however, could not be met because the effects of the budget cuts
were consistently underestimated in the troika’s estimates.

For example, in March of 2011 the IMF’s estimate for 2011 GDP growth
was – 3.0% and for 2012 the estimate was for a positive 1% growth (see IMF
[2011], Table 8). The actual outcomes were – 7.1% for 2011 and – 7.0% for
2012. The underestimates have been consistent for subsequent years as well
as for other variables such as unemployment.

Since the economy had been contracting much faster than originally esti-
mated by the troika, tax receipts were inevitably lower than estimated and
expenditures were higher because of increased spending on items such as
unemployment insurance. Inevitably, then, the budget deficits became much
bigger than originally estimated, precipitating hectoring and calls for addi-
tional budget cuts and taxes in order for the government to receive the next
tranche of payments from the troika.

There was, and still there is, no end in sight for this cycle of cuts, new
taxes, further contraction of the economy, greater budget deficits than origi-
nally estimated, with more cuts and taxes starting the cycle anew.

The Greek governments could have been highly competent and the objec-
tives would still have failed. They have not been that competent, but they
still implemented a large number of measures that were highly unpopular
and against stiff opposition. Examples of such measures just for the Papan-
dreou government (up to the end or 2011) included:

• Increased the VAT to 23%, from 19% or 13% originally, despite all the
calls that it would reduce competitiveness and possibly reduce VAT receipts.

• Eliminated the two “extra” months of pay (Christmas, Easter, and vaca-
tion bonuses) and replaced them with fractions of the original pay, before
eliminating them altogether.

• Eliminated the raises for seniority in the public sector.
• In addition to the above, cuts of salaries of public servants by 10% (with

reductions that came later totaling more than 30%).
• Similar, in some cases higher, cuts as the above were implemented on

pensions.
• Equalized the pension requirements for men and women.
• Reduced the tax-free income to 5 000 from 12 000 euros.
• Reduced medical expenditure tax deductions to 20% (from 40%) even

for income earned in 2010. After 2012, these deductions were effectively
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eliminated for the vast majority of tax-payers, as a 10% deduction applies
only to expenditures exceeding 5% of annual income.

• Considerably increased car registration charges from 2010 onwards.

• Implemented a new special “solidarity” tax from ranging from 1% to 6%
of income.

• Increased bus ticket prices by 20% and subway ticket prices by 40%.

• Reduced severance pay that private employers pay by up to 50%
(depending on length of notice that is given).

• Introduced new house property taxes.

That is only a sample of the measures implemented by the Papandreou
government. The Samaras government that followed the agreement of 2012
implemented additional similar measures. For example, the normal retire-
ment age was raised to 67 (contrary to reporting in some of the European
press that it is 65). It is difficult to think of any governments anywhere
implementing so many measures within such a short period of time.

The fiscal adjustment that Greece undertook has been unprecedented for
an OECD country. Primary spending was cut by 35% relative to the peak (the
comparable figures for Ireland, Spain, and Portugal are between 15% and
18%) (Maliaropulos [2015]). The primary budget balance increased by 11%
of GDP between 2009 and 2013, whereas taking the effect of recession the
“structural” primary budget balance moved by 16% of GDP between 2009
and 2014 (Maliaropulos [2015], p. 5). Yet the troika and its defenders kept
(and its heir, the “institutions,” keep) complaining that the governments
have “not done enough” or “dragging their feet” and demand more.

One main concern of the critics has been the slow pace of liberalizing legal
and institutional changes by either taking too long to bring bills to parlia-
ment or too slow in implementing them once voted into law. In addition to
the substantive objections one could bring up against wholesale liberaliza-
tion, it is surprising that such critics expect highly unpopular governments
to be able to sneak in such reforms while expecting no serious pushback,
especially from a society that disagrees with most of them, even among
conservative voters. On the contrary, many bills were passed so fast, with-
out adequate legal preparation, that eventually they were declared uncon-
stitutional by the Supreme Court (Council of State) or illegal by lower courts.

The economic effects of the troika’s policies were largely predictable and
the criticism of the governments of not being zealous enough in pursuing
them reveals, at best, a basic unawareness of the limits democratically
elected governments face in going against the wishes of their electorates.
Still it is difficult to decipher the behavior of the troika and how it served the
long-term objective of the survival of the euro zone as it now is or anything
close to it. It could have been just a combination of bureaucratic inertia,
making an example of presumed “sinners”, and letting some well-placed
interests make a profit out of Greece’s predicament.
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2.5. Myth #5: Following the troika’s policies
would have led Greece back to prosperity.

In addition to the more immediate budgetary cuts and tax increases, the
troika’s policies included (i) reductions in wages and prices; (ii) legal and
institutional changes aimed at liberalizing labor and other factor markets;
and (iii) privatization of public property. I will briefly discuss each of the
policies, their ostensible objectives, and possible implications. I will then
summarize their likely long-term effects.

2.5.1. Effects of reductions in wages and prices

The main objective of reducing wages and prices is for the economy to
gain international competitiveness. This is the so-called policy of internal
devaluation, as opposed to that of external devaluation, whereby a country
gains competitiveness through currency depreciation which Greece does not
have available within the euro zone.

As can already be seen, suppressing wages in such a way is painful,
subject to significant resistance, and involves the overturning of much exist-
ing labor law. Nevertheless, the substantial reduction in wages did not trans-
late in a reduction in consumer prices until March 2013. Since then the
annual consumer price index has been hovering between 0 and – 2%
(ELSTAT: www.statistics.gr).

Attempts at internal devaluation are well-known to lead to depression-like
conditions with high unemployment that lasts for years. The current expe-
rience of Greece within the euro zone is similar to that of the UK after World
War I when the pound was brutally brought back to its pre-war Gold-
standard equivalence. Yet all the pain, as Keynes had warned, was for noth-
ing as the country had to abandon the Gold standard again during the Great
Depression (see, e.g., Ahamed [2009]). One major factor that makes internal
devaluation very difficult is that, as wages and prices decline, the value of
debt does not adjust. That makes debt ever more onerous, leading to both
higher reductions in consumption and more frequent defaults which in turn
lead to credit contraction, further reductions in economic activity, and
increased unemployment. Then, the cycle repeats itself with no end in sight.

For example, consider a worker with pre-crisis income of 1000 euros a
month who had a mortgage of 300 euros a month and other fixed home
expenses of 100 euros a months. That would have left 600 euros a month for
all other expenses. Now consider a 30% – 300 euros – reduction in monthly
income. That would leave 300 euros a month for all other expenses, which is
a 50% reduction in actual consumption and other expenses. That is, the
percentage reduction in consumption is likely to be higher than the percent-
age reduction in wages and such reductions can be expected to have addi-
tional deleterious effects on the economy.

Furthermore, some of the workers like the one in our example become
unemployed and they are the ones who are likely to stop paying their mort-
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gages and lose their homes, thus inducing a further contraction on credit
with additional knock-on effects that can be expected on the economy.11This
process of debt deflation is an integral part of internal devaluations that
make them fundamentally different from external devaluations, and in the
end it seems they never work in bringing about healthy economic growth.

An additional factor that is not usually taken into account in economic
analyses but often has its own additional negative economic effects is the
increased levels of social conflict. That factor manifests itself in many differ-
ent ways: increased common crime and organized crime, strikes, other work
stoppages, or passive resistance in other different ways. These activities
have direct and indirect effects of reducing production but also induce their
own dynamic of economic decline.

2.5.2. Liberalization

The legal and institutional changes imposed by the troika were meant to
both facilitate internal devaluation through the abolition of many existing
labor laws and induce structural changes in the economy that would osten-
sibly contribute to growth. Examples of structural changes that have been
pursued include the liberalization of the taxi and trucking industries by effec-
tively abolishing licenses for these professions. Whereas taxi drivers are not
the best loved profession in Greece and improvements in their level of
service would be welcome, it is hard to see how the contemplated reforms
would lead to significantly better levels of service or lower prices and there
is the danger that they would be retrogressive.

As for the wholesale changes in labor law, regardless of the opinion one
has about their effectiveness or justice, there is little popular support for
them and none of them were part of the program that the governments had
campaigned on. Thus, it is difficult to reconcile them with a polity that
respects the basic democratic rights of its citizens.

What has not been pursued, however, is reform of retail and wholesale
markets of basic consumer goods and services, the structure of which is
largely oligopolistic. The persistence of inflation up to 2013 might have been
related to this problem.

2.5.3. Privatization

Initially, privatization of public property (ports, airports, public land, some
public enterprises) aspired to bring in 50 billion euros and do so within a
short few years. Privatizations had brought in 2.6 billion euros until the end
2013 (EU Commission [2014], p. 28) and another 1.5 billion was expected to
be received by the end of 2014. From the beginning of the crisis, the ques-

11. How unemployment and loss of equity can interact in a complementary fashion during
recessions has been theoretically and empirically examined masterfully by Mian and Sufi
[2014] using data from the US Great Recession.
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tion was who was going to buy public enterprises with high debt and diffi-
cult labor relations or public land restrained by riders that would invite legal
challenges? The new memorandum of August 2015 calls for the creation of
a privatization agency that is not under Greek control and is expected to
raise an additional 50 billion euros in a continually deteriorating economy
(and there exists still some political uncertainty since future challenges to
the constitutionality of such an agency can be expected.)

2.5.4. Overall effects

What have been the effects dictated by the troika and what can we expect
from the same policies that are imposed on (and by) the new government?

There has been a continued decline of incomes and increase of unemploy-
ment, with some reduction of prices of domestically produced goods and
services. The decline will likely continue for the foreseeable future, espe-
cially with the expected demographic decline. Many of the young and any-
one who might be able to find employment abroad will leave the country.
Thus the most productive segments of the society will stop contributing,
reducing taxes further and putting additional pressure on public finances,
pensions, and social services.

With the third memorandum of August 2015 any decision of importance to
the Greek people will be taken abroad. There will be essentially no democ-
racy, self-governance, or national sovereignty left. This, however, would be
the peaceful scenario that ignores the effects of extended government ille-
gitimacy: social chaos and resistance movements.

The former East Germany has lost its young and the most productive
inhabitants to the former West Germany and Berlin. Those who have
remained behind are mostly the old, the infirm, and those employed by
governments. More than twenty years after German reunification, a lady
from East Germany claimed that she can distinguish those who come from
the East from those who come from the West, especially men: “West Ger-
mans are much prouder. They stand straight. East Germans are more likely
to slouch. West Germans think East Germans are lazy.” (Lewis [2011])

In following the current path, the future of Greece is similar to the present
of East Germany, minus the transfers and subsidies from Berlin, minus the
right to vote in German elections and all the other benefits of German
citizenship, but with the addition of a crushing public debt burden.

2.6. Myth #6: Exit from the euro zone would
have been (and still is) the worst possible
outcome.

Having your own currency confers several advantages that became
extremely underappreciated during the boom years of the euro zone.
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First, there is little doubt among economists that the easiest mechanism
for a country to gain international competitiveness is to have its currency
depreciate. With exit from the euro zone, cars and i-phones will become
more expensive but food might actually become cheaper. In fact, the intro-
duction of the euro brought distortions in relative prices that economists
have trouble understanding to this day, and introducing a new drachma
might help partially reverse these distortions Additionally, the benefits of
having your own currency as a way of adjusting to international shocks and
international competitiveness are well-known and quantitatively important,
even though now, given the internal devaluation that has already taken
place, they would not be as significant for Greece.

Second, having your own currency implies you tailor monetary policy to
your country’s immediate needs, instead of having it determined by the
needs of the most influential countries in a monetary union which are
unlikely to be aligned with your own. This is especially important in periods
of recession and depression like the one Greece is currently in. The country’s
economy is starved of liquidity. If Greece were to exit the euro zone,
increases in the money supply will be mostly absorbed by increased pro-
duction and lower unemployment and to a lesser extent by increased prices.
Much, of course, would depend on how the (Central) Bank of Greece were to
control the money supply and, crucially, whether powerful external actors
such as the European Central Bank were to collaborate in controlling the
downward overshooting of the exchange that can be expected at the begin-
ning of the transition to a new currency.

Third, the experience of the past five years has amply demonstrated that
being in the euro zone is incompatible with democracy in Greece and
national sovereignty.12 As discussed above (on Myth #5) following the cur-
rent path holds more of the same. The only possibility of remaining within
the euro zone and Greeks having any say in economic decision-making is to
have political unification of all the euro zone countries with full democratic
rights for all the citizens of its constituent countries. That would bring some
democratic legitimacy in the euro zone, although that would be the end of all
national sovereignties. However, not even political unification is likely, let
alone political unification with democracy euro zone-wide.

Democratic legitimacy and national determination are not just abstract
concepts that are disconnected to people’s everyday lives and their work.
For the merchant it implies the government’s policy towards banks and
liquidity in general takes their interests into account. For the worker it
implies that their concerns for unemployment and inflation will have to be
heard in Athens instead of (not be heard) in Berlin, Frankfurt, or Brussels.

12. As developed by Rodrik [2011] and as applied to the euro zone by O’Rourke [2011],
there is a fundamental political “trilemma” between democracy, national determination, and
economic globalization. You cannot have all three of them simultaneously. By being part of
the euro zone (an instance of economic globalization), you normally give up some national
determination, but in the case of Greece even democracy has substantially eroded since all
major decisions dictated by the troika are voted against strong popular opposition, and
arguably in the case of major votes without the 2/3 majority required by the country’s
Constitution.
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The local industrialist will also have a chance to be heard and influence
policy.

Thus, economic reasons, democratic legitimacy, national sovereignty, and
even basic dignity are all related and point to Greece having its own cur-
rency. Most of those who object to exit from the euro zone are mainly
concerned with the costs of transition. Won’t the foreign debt burden
increase even more due to devaluation? How will the banks adjust to the
change in currencies? How will the country import essential items like petro-
leum and pharmaceuticals? What will happen to bank deposits? Won’t all
this create total chaos?

Those, and many others, are fair questions to ask. What is important is
how competent, honest, and ready to defend Greek interests those who
manage the transition will be; how fast and flexible they will be in adjusting
as unforeseen problems crop up; and how effective they will be in articulat-
ing their actions to the Greek people so that negative reactions are mini-
mized. A completely uncontrolled and unplanned exit from the euro zone
will be chaotic and a lot more painful than a controlled and well-planned
one. Moreover, with the capital controls and closure of banks in July of 2015,
some of the costs of a possible exit from the euro zone have already been
paid and they will continue to be paid because capital controls, given the
experience of Cyprus, will likely continue for at least another year.

Others such as Capital Economics [2012] (the winner of the Wolfson prize)
have provided detailed guides for the process of exiting the euro zone and
answers to the questions such as those posed above. Because the Greek
economy has gone through such a severe trauma over the past five years
and public debt is now under English law and mostly owed to official insti-
tutions, exit from the euro zone would have been much easier in 2010 or
2012 than it is now. The main problem now is political; the most serious
issue will be the protracted negotiations for restructuring or forgiving the
debt.

In the short and medium term, the adjustment of the banking system will
take some time with many twists and turns that cannot all be predicted in
advance, but the problems should be manageable. As former Czech Presi-
dent Vaclav Klaus mentioned, based on the experience of the breakup of
Czechoslovakia and the currency transition there, exiting the euro zone will
not involve overwhelming logistical problems (see Capital Economics
[2012], p. 24).

Bank deposits will automatically be adjusted to the new currency as will
be all domestic debts. Inevitably, net creditors will lose some and net debt-
ors will gain in the short run but even net creditors might gain in the long
run since the economy can be expected to grow faster than if it were to
remain within the euro zone. In the meantime, to support and recapitalize
the banking system the Greek state has already borrowed 40 billion euros
and, under the new agreement, will borrow another 25 billion. That is, the
Greek state is borrowing close to 25 000 euros per Greek family of four in
order to maintain the value of bank deposits in euros and support a banking
system still largely under private ownership and control.

The transition to a new currency will be difficult and painful but, if man-
aged properly, the pain will be constrained to the short term. With its own
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currency the Bank of Greece and the government will be able to inject much
needed liquidity in to a domestic market that is currently dying due to an
extreme shortage of credit and liquidity. The increased liquidity along with
the beneficial effects of depreciation through import substitution, reduced
imports, and possibly increased exports will bring the economy back to life
and increase employment. Of course, the government will have to negotiate
a narrow path between increased liquidity and keeping inflation within rea-
sonable levels.

A study by UBS [2011] had claimed that Greece’s GDP will be cut in half if
it were to leave the euro zone. However, the main assumption of the study
was that any devaluation of the new drachma will be immediately matched
by increased tariffs from EU countries. The question is who would have an
interest in implementing such retaliatory tactics and coordinating them
EU-wide? To engage in such retaliatory activity, all the EU countries would
have to agree, when some of them might soon also have to seriously con-
template exit from the euro zone. Why would they want to effectively fore-
close such an option to themselves? Moreover, such a retaliatory tariff
would have serious implications not just for the future of the EU but for
today’s globalized world trading system. It would be the beginning of the
end of the world as we know it and every country would want to protect
itself and its people from the coming tsunami.

In any case, it is highly imperative that the Bank of Greece and the Min-
istry of Finance have teams secretly working on the scenario of euro zone
exit. That could make the difference between a chaotic exit and a well-
planned one.

Finally, a default and exit from the euro zone would not have to be done in
an overtly adversarial fashion with Germany and other euro zone countries.
Once such a move becomes clear or inevitable by circumstances as it might
well become, it would be in the interest of all parties to make its effects as
smooth as possible. There are many economic and political constituencies
within Germany that would find such a possibility a welcome and mutually
advantageous move for Greece, Germany, and for the future of a more
cohesive and sustainable euro zone. There would also be no reason for
Greece to leave the EU or for other countries to demand its expulsion. The
apocalyptic scenarios that are circulated are sometimes just part of the
negotiating tactics used by one side to pressure the other side into doing
what they want them to do; they do not necessarily have much basis in fact.

2.7. Myth #7: In its negotiations with the troika,
the Greek government has had very little
bargaining power

“If you owe the bank a hundred thousand dollars, the bank owns you. If
you owe the bank a hundred million dollars, you own the bank”. Ameri-
can proverb
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Greece owed and still owes enough money so that even if it does not
“own” its creditors at least it had and has enough bargaining power to
negotiate for better terms in paying back its loans and to moderate the
troika’s austerity demands. Of course, at the beginning of the crisis French
and German banks as well as the ECB had the backing of the French and
German states and, as we saw, that was decisive in the type of agreement
that was reached in 2010. But then, at the time, in addition to bank losses
Greece also had the threat of contagion to the bonds of other sovereigns as
well as the uncertainty that would have emerged after a Greek default
regarding who has obligations on Credit Default Swaps (CDSs). Both the
contagion and CDS problems could have frozen the Northern hemisphere’s
interbank markets. No such threat was invoked or even remotely implied by
the Greek governments that were involved in the 2010 and 2012 agreement.

In addition to having a threat that Greece definitely could have imple-
mented with default and exit from the euro zone, generally there are two
other important conditions that enhance one’s bargaining position and make
a threat credible. First, you have to believe yourself that your interests differ
from those of your adversary, and your adversary knows this. If you person-
ally believe that you will be “rescued” by the bank’s representatives out of
the goodness of their hearts, even if you owe the bank a hundred million
dollars, you are definitely not going to own the bank. The bank will still own
you. Second, you need to prepare your side for the ultimate threat you have
so that the other side has the reasonable fear that you can carry out the
threat. If you don’t bring a lawyer and other experts with you when you
negotiate with the bank and are not ready to signal a default, you can not
expect the bank to take you seriously.

As reviewed above, Greece could have defaulted at any time during the
past five years and could have used that as a credible threat in its negotia-
tions with the troika. But the Greek governments apparently fulfilled neither
of the two important necessary conditions for successful negotiations.

First, they adopted the framing and perhaps the objectives of the troika
and even of the German tabloid Bild about the country and its people. Its
visible members appeared unaware of the difference between the objectives
of the banks, of the troika, and the people they supposedly were represent-
ing. Perhaps they got carried away by the rhetoric about “European solidar-
ity” and “we are all in this together.” Such proclamations can be useful but
cannot be taken seriously in preparing one’s side. Without awareness of the
different objectives, no further steps can be taken to create a strong Greek
bargaining position. Instead of being an independent actor one becomes
cognitively captured by the other side.

Without awareness of the differing objectives, the bureaucratic apparatus
could not be directed to produce data and arguments that would favor Greek
interests. If IMF experts wanted to apply their cookie-cutter approach used in
other countries, the Government should have been able to come up with
arguments about the harm that particular reforms could induce in Greece.
Examples include the harm that some changes in the private labor market
would bring about or the supposed benefits that privatization are to yield.

Preparing for the ultimate threat of default and exit from the euro zone
requires the formation of teams of experts outside of the limelight and in
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secrecy. Such preparation necessitates the development of different sce-
narios, gaming them and testing the robustness of different approaches.
Examples of the myriad issues that would have to be considered include
how to effectively introduce capital controls in case of exit from the euro
zone, to how the bank payment systems need to be converted, to how will
liquidity be injected into the economy.

Of course, you need to believe yourself that you are willing to carry out
the threat if the other side is willing to take everything to the brink, and
subtly communicate to the other side that you have made preparations and
you are willing to go to the brink yourself.

There is no evidence or other indirect indication that the key members of
Greek governments either believed in negotiating or made any of the nec-
essary preparation to enhance their negotiating positions vis-à-vis the troika.

It is then completely unsurprising that Finance Ministers were laughed off
when they tried to “negotiate” with the troika. How could it have been
otherwise when they themselves and their governments were not willing to
use any implicit threats, let alone believe in them?

Some cautious observers as well as defenders of the Greek governments’
timidity raise the issue of possible national security threats that foreign
governments might make if Greece were to take a hard line in bargaining.

Let us note first that recently countries like Iceland and Hungary had taken
very hard lines against the UK’s and the Netherlands’ wishes (in the case of
Iceland) and against the IMF (in the case of Hungary). The UK and the
Netherlands even made explicit threats if Iceland were not fully to pay back
for the losses of the affiliates of Icelandic banks in these two countries. Well,
the Icelandic people, contrary to the prescriptions of their terrified political
class, voted not to fall for the threats but nothing happened to Iceland. On
the contrary, Iceland was preparing for entry into the EU (that was later
halted by the Icelanders themselves), and nothing bad happened to Hungary
either.

The national security threats against Greece would presumably come
from Turkey. It is unclear why Germany or another country would have an
interest in expending the huge diplomatic and other resources to induce
another country – Turkey – to attack Greece if Greece were to default and
exit the euro zone. What would it gain from that, especially after an event
not to its liking has already taken place? In fact, a recent rather extensive
analysis of the security implications of GREXIT does not find any grounds
for making any difference (Sambanis and Galariotis [2015]).

3. On the Strategic Role of Myths and
Self-Deceptions

Part of the arguments I have advanced thus far can be summarized by the
following Woflgang Streeck quote:
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International solidarity, which in practice amounts to a punitive austerity
policy ordered from abroad and above, holds the citizens of an insolvent
debt state jointly liable for their past governments. The justification is
supposed to be that they democratically elected them. Democracy thus
serves to construct an identity between citizens and government,
between the electoral as principal and the government as agent, which
is sufficiently deep to require that citizens repay out of their own pockets
the loans contracted in their name – regardless of whom they voted for
and whether any of the borrowed money ever found its way to them.
Moreover, as state citizens they are denied what be readily available to
them as economic citizens: something like a bankruptcy seizure exemp-
tion threshold, as might be safeguarded by the European Convention on
Human Rights. (Streeck [2014], p. 95)

The dominant narratives about the Greek debt crisis are problematic, even
if one were not to have been completely persuaded by either Streeck or the
arguments in this paper that they are totally false.

It is not a priori clear why misconceptions about extremely important
policy decisions can persist in democracies. This is not the place to fully
explain such a phenomenon but a few observations might help in beginning
to understand why it occurs.

From an economic viewpoint one can conceptualize what crystallizes as
conventional wisdom in a society as an equilibrium that emerges out of a
complex interaction between political and economic elites, media owners,
news editors, journalists, advertisers and the audience. This is how Hamilton
[2006] has analyzed the evolution of the US media markets and found that
simplicity of messages and narratives are extremely critical in establishing
what is reported as news. Nobody directly controls the message that even-
tually prevails but interests are certainly important in promoting and propa-
gating narratives that happen to establish themselves in the media more
easily and serve the interests of the individual actors who promote them.
Once a narrative is established it is difficult to replace it.

Consider the example of Greece. From the beginning of the crisis Greek
government officials and most of the press subscribed to the misconcep-
tions, with some of them – such as “default would be catastrophic” (Myth
#1) – actively promoted by the then Prime Minister and other government
officials. Then, anyone who argued against a particular misconception was
likely to face a number of questions that were partly based on other mis-
conceptions, which made the original argument less convincing or more
difficult to make. For instance, someone who argued that default would not
have been a bad policy could face a series of questions about how Greeks
would be ungrateful to their fellow Europeans who have been trying to
“rescue” them; how the troika had a good plan that will rid the country of
corruption and lead it back to prosperity; how default leads to exit from the
euro zone and that, of course, is the worst possible thing that can occur; and
so on. That is, the myths that I have argued against work synergistically,
complementing one another. Believing one of them tends to make one
believe the others. When, then, the dominant narrative in the media is to
push most of them, it is difficult for any single person or even organization
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to argue effectively against them without developing their own comprehen-
sive narrative or counterproposals, and that takes time.

Furthermore, when a government is under severe pressure externally and
internally, it still has the power of the state apparatus in its control. Times
like these give reason to wield that power in ways that wouldn’t wield in
normal times. It can influence the mainstream media gatekeepers in subtle
and non-subtle ways, who can in turn affect who appears and how those
who appear are framed on TV and major newspapers. Those who do appear
in the media and would normally be critical have to think harder than normal
about what to say and how to say it in ways that will not offend their hosts.
Journalists, pundits, and academics can self-sensor or even abstain from
expressing views fearing that they will become controversial or offend some
of their colleagues.

Moreover, in Greece the main media are owned by oligarchs who had
been supporting the policies of the previous governments and, as they were
viewing the conditions, they emphasized the themes that were both easily
digestible to their audience as well as serving their own perceived interests.
Outside Greece there are reports on the relationships between media own-
ers, large economic interests, and politicians (Grey and Kyriakidou [2012]),
but the run-up to the referendum of July 5, 2015, provides a vivid example
of how one-sided in its portrayal of vital issues Greek mass media can be.
For the week of the campaign that preceded the referendum, there was a
continuous barrage of pro-Yes opinions on the airwaves with hardly any
pro-No representation.13 Someone watching television during that week
would have expected an overwhelming Yes vote. Yet, Greek voters rejected
the proposed memorandum by more than 61%. This incident exemplifies
the partiality of the Greek mainstream press and that neither popular senti-
ment nor reality provides much of a check on what the mainstream press
presents as news and opinion.

Thus, overall, the myths, misconceptions, and self-deceptions can be cre-
ated and then re-enforced as they serve the interests of those who promote
and subsequently, if they continue to do so, propagate them. For the Greek
politicians and governments, most of the myths helped justify to the Greek
people the policies that were followed. For other euro zone governments
many of the myths helped divert attention from what really happened (e.g.,
bailing out private banks with taxpayer-financed loans to Greece).

However, not everything fits neatly into grant interests because usually
political leaders and other actors are seeking mostly short-term advantage.
For example, blaming “corrupt” and “lazy” Greeks did increase the ability of
the troika to impose harsh terms on the Greek governments in 2010 and
2012 but at the expense of making Greek public debt unsustainable.
Although there are politicians who might incorporate longer-term incentives
in their decision-making, these have not been enough to counteract the
short-term incentives, especially those of the other actors. For example, the

13. The referendum was on whether to accept a plan for a third memorandum proposed to
the Greek government by its euro zone partners, and was hastily called by Mr. Tsipras on
June 29. Despite the strong No vote, Mr. Tsipras quickly acquiesced to a third memorandum
that is arguably worse in its terms than the one Greek voters rejected.
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President of the European Commission Jean-Claude Juncker, by virtue of his
position, would like to minimize the chance of Greece exiting the euro zone.
Yet, Mr. Juncker does not control the purse-strings and he can only play a
coordinating role. Similarly, Chancellor Angela Merkel has an incentive not
to be remembered as the Chancellor under whose watch the euro zone
started dissolving, but there are many other German and European political
actors who don’t have such an incentive.

4. Self-Deceptions about European
Democracy

Beyond what has become the conventional wisdom about Greece, there is
a context of policy-making in the euro zone and, more widely, in the Euro-
pean Union that has fueled the crisis. This context is of much wider signifi-
cance than what has happened to Greece. Although the problematic context
is widely acknowledged with names such as the “democratic deficit,” its
specific manifestations tend to be subconsciously ignored as they create
cognitive dissonance to most intellectuals and laymen since they contradict
what most consider basic European values.14

In terms of policy-making, formally each member country of the European
Union has veto power over each decision. What can be more democratic
than that? Gradually, however, especially over the past decade de facto
decision-making has become very different than what one might originally
have expected. A small insiders’ circle consisting of European Commission
and core country officials makes most important decisions and others have
very little input, if any, and accept decisions even if they were to harm their
own interests and those of the countries they represent.

To obtain the acquiescence of the outsiders, the insiders have both sticks
and carrots at their disposable. They can threaten (or, more likely and as
effectively, hint at a threat) negative consequences for an outsider’s country
in a policy dimension other than the one under consideration. But even
implicit threats are not usually needed. Simply the hint of social ostracism
within the policy group could well do the job. Carrots include the possibility
of a future career in the Commission or other European institutions. For a
politician in a small or peripheral country a political or even business career
beyond their home country can be extremely attractive but requires that
such a politician successfully ingratiates himself or herself to key insider
politicians and decision-makers, and obviously does not ruffle any feathers.

Even those at the highest levels – democratically elected prime-ministers –
have not escaped the wrath of the insiders as the ousting of Papandreou of
Greece and Berlusconi of Italy demonstrates. After acts such as the sum-

14. This problem is analytically distinct both from the aforementioned Rodrik’s [2011]
trilemma due to membership in the euro zone and from the general erosion of democracy
due to globalization that Crouch [2008] has called “post-democracy.”
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mary removal of democratically elected leader, it is advisable for Europeans
to be careful when they accuse others of being insufficiently democratic.

Over time, the insiders tend to “believe their own press” and grow intol-
erant of different opinions and cling to beliefs that sometimes have an
uncertain connection to reality. Many do believe synchronized austerity is
the right policy and all is fundamentally fine with the euro zone, even in the
absence of political integration.

Beyond austerity, the way EU economic policies have evolved in favor of
deregulation, privatization, reductions in social insurance and the bargaining
power of labor they cannot be characterized as anything other than market
fundamentalist. The creditor-friendly policies that have been followed, not
just in the case of Greece, are so extreme that no self-respecting classical
liberal would favor such blatant favoritism to an industry as has occurred
with banks.

Until recently, such policy positions could not have been adopted by even
conservative, let alone social democratic, parties. Yet we have witnessed a
remarkable convergence of traditional conservatives and social democrats/
socialists towards that policy mix. The gradual adoption of unpopular as
well as disastrous policies is, for many countries, leading to the political
destruction of the traditional center. The recent successes of the Front
National could better be attributed to the fact that its economic program is to
the left of the practices of the Socialist Party and less to a greater affinity of
the French electorate for fascism.

Instead of attributing the problems to the policies adopted by the EU and
the increasingly authoritarian nature of intra-European politics there is a
tendency on the part of many intellectuals and opinion-makers towards
either denial of the problems or accusing the messengers of being “bad”
Europeans who want to harm Europe. Circling the wagons around “Europe”
instead of confronting reality and working to provide viable long-term solu-
tions does not just concern the Greek debt crisis. If Greece did not exist, then
the next weak link in the euro zone would become the problem of the day.
The problems of democratic legitimacy of the euro zone and of the EU more
generally need to be confronted instead of denied.

5. Concluding Remarks

In the summer of 2015 the SYRIZA-ANEL government under Mr. Tsipras
completely capitulated to a new third memorandum/agreement that nobody
imagined would be as harsh as it is and has the same “extend-and-pretend”
feature as the previous two. The new agreement followed six months of
“negotiations” and a referendum in which voters turned out decisively
against a new agreement, preceded by the closure of the banks and the
imposition of capital controls following the refusal of the European Central
Bank to act as a lender of last resort (by forbidding the extension of Emer-
gency Liquidity Assistance to the Greek banking system immediately after
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the referendum was announced). Examples of the new measures include:
Increases in taxes (especially the highly regressive VAT taxes), further reduc-
tions in pensions, automatic cuts in spending in case the planned fiscal
targets are missed, a privatization agency for Greek public assets that is
itself private and the Greek public and government have no control over.
Any discussion on debt reduction has been postponed for the future, just as
it was done during the 2012 agreement (without any follow-up to the prom-
ise).

The alternative, as it was suggested by German Finance Minister Schauble
during the crucial weekend of July 11-12, was an orderly exit from the euro
zone. But Mr. Tsipras and his advisors still subscribe to the myths that exit
from the euro zone would have been “catastrophic” and there was no alter-
native.

When the new government took over in January of 2015, many commen-
tators thought that reducing the debt so as to make it sustainable without
continual cuts in spending and tax increases would be the obvious middle
ground and that it was very much likely to occur. For example, Paul Krug-
man wrote on January 30:

Now, the truth is that nobody believes that Greece can fully repay. So
why not recognize that reality and reduce the payments to a level that
doesn’t impose endless suffering? Is the goal to make Greece an
example for other borrowers? (Krugman [2015])

However, the strategy that has been followed towards Greece is analo-
gous to the Versailles agreement strategy that was followed after World War
I towards Germany. The winners of the Second World War learned from the
disastrous effects of such a punitive approach to debt and reparations, and
chose to follow a very different approach by introducing the Marshall Plan
and the debt forgiveness conference of 1953. Something analogous is
needed for Greece. Nevertheless, the propagation of, and wide belief in, the
myths that I have reviewed on the part of both most Europeans and the
Greek elites themselves have been a serious impediment in this case.

The IMF recognizes that debt relief is necessary and its initial acquies-
cence to the 2010 agreement without creditor write-downs has been fateful
(see IMF [2010], and Blustein [2015]) but the rest of the troika would not go
along for a number of reasons. The Spanish, German, and Finnish govern-
ments would have had a hard time justifying another “rescue” for the “cor-
rupt” and “lazy” Greeks to their own people, unless it was as clearly punitive
as the current agreement is. Moreover, any concession to a Greek govern-
ment that has left-wing origins would have encouraged electoral challenges
from the left in other countries. Finally, debt relief would have implied an
admission that the previous agreements were faulty and would have repre-
sented a challenge to the decision-making apparatus of the euro zone.

Given the measures in the new agreement, the economic Depression can
be expected to continue to deepen in Greece for at least another two years.
Moreover, the agreement ties the hands of future Greek governments for
decades. I cannot find other examples of governments that have voluntarily
given away as much of their state sovereignty. Greece has become a debt
colony and protectorate but without the external protection usually provided
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by the protector as it has to supply its (high) defense expenditures itself. It is
difficult to see how this condition is economically, socially, and politically
sustainable. We may well have developments that we cannot now imagine.
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